Automotive Interior Materials Market - By Materials (Fabrics, Thermo Plastics, Polymers); By Application (Heavy Commercial, Medium Commercial, Passenger Vehicles); By Industry, Global Analysis, Geography- Forecast 2016-2021.

Description: The automotive interior materials market signifies the utility of various materials for the designing of the interior materials in an automobile. There are various parts of an automotive where many materials play a key role in their manufacturing.

The increasing automobile demand and changing customer preferences with regards to comfort, every automotive OEM is differentiating the interiors of their vehicles and this has been driving the automotive interior materials market. The major factor that which every automotive OEM is focusing is to reduce the weight of the vehicle because the less weight vehicles can accelerate more with optimal utilization of fuel when compared to heavy weight vehicles. Hence, reducing weight by the use of lighter materials is the most driving factor. Moreover, with the reduction in weight, the vehicles can carry additional advanced emission control systems, safety devices and integrated electronic systems without increasing its overall weight. The market for the automotive interior materials is found to be increasing year by year. Asia Pacific and Rest of the World are the key markets for the future and are expected to provide huge opportunities to the global automotive interior materials manufacturers because of the growth in the automotive sector and increasing demand for passenger vehicles in the regions. The forecast of this market is going to be $XX bn by the end of 2021.

The segmentation of automotive interior materials market can be done based on the type of materials such as fabrics, thermo plastics, polymers, vinyl compounds, synthetic and natural fibers, wood, glass, composite materials and also based on the type of the application such as the high or medium commercial vehicles and also passenger vehicles, and also on the criteria of the products which we obtain by the use of these materials such as seat belts, seat covers, door trims, scuff plates, floor carpets, dash boards, bumpers, filters and reservoirs and so on.

The geographical information of this automotive interior materials market has been varying with respect to the span of time. Asia pacific occupies the largest share of the automotive interior materials suppliers and the majority of suppliers are from the countries such as India, China, Japan, South Korea and others, the demand for the automobile materials manufacturers is at an all time high in these areas and the emergence of new technologies is the major reason for the increase of demand and vast development in supplying the automotive materials. The European region occupies the next major share and most of the European countries are developed so their major concentration is on the safety of the passengers. So, most of the European countries will target on the appropriate selection of materials which provide safety for the passengers during the times of accidents or crashes. The next major share is of the US market mostly supplemented by countries such as Canada, but some of the major key countries for the supplying of the automotive interior materials market are Mexico, Canada, Germany, France, Spain, China, India, Japan, South Korea, and Brazil on a global level.
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